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PRESIDENT’S COLUMN

Re-FOCUSING our Research Efforts

by Pat Jordan

Ahhh, welcome to summer! We all look forward to a 
time of renewal, relaxation, and respite from the 
long academic term. Some of us will continue our 
teaching, some of us will continue our research, and 
some of us will continue to bring new and fresh ideas 
to the foundations of how we 
come to know and understand 
mathematics. As you ponder 
what you will be doing this 
summer and into the new 
academic year, I would like for 
you to contemplate our role 
as mathematics education re-
searchers in the face of three 
events I’ve encountered over 
the past year.
 The first event, or 
rather in this case three 
events, was the passing of 
three of our esteemed col-
leagues in the field of mathe-
matics education. This past spring Lola J. May, John 
van de Walle, and John Harvey passed away. For me 
personally, this marked the end of an era. As an un-
dergraduate I was first introduced to Lola May 
through her elementary mathematics methods text-
book. To me it was filled with wonderful opportuni-
ties to make a difference in the way young children 
knew and understood mathematics. Later as a young 

professor at the University of Montana, I was privi-
leged to work with her in presenting a professional 
development workshop for teachers in the 
Missoula-area school districts. 
 My introduction to John van de Walle came 
as well through his elementary methods textbook, 
which I was using to teach my own courses. We be-
came friends a/er several of my email messages 
were met with great enthusiasm and I, as several of 
you have done, began to take a small role in his 
writing by serving as a reviewer for his text mate-
rials. Each semester I taught from his books, I 

learned something new about 
mathematics.
  John Harvey and I be-
came acquainted through my 
work with George Bright and 
Ginny Usnick at the Univer-
sity of Houston. One of my 
first assignments was to read 
works written by George and 
John. During this time, I o/en 
corresponded with John and 
he always seemed to find the 
time to visit with me when 
we ran into each other at the 
national meeting. 
 The second event, 

which has changed my thoughts about the learning 
of mathematics, occurred through an opportunity 
that Juliana Utley and I had this past fall and 
spring. Juliana was approached by our School Head, 
Dr. Christine Ormsbee, to work with a group of 
Secondary Special Education teachers who had 
been identified as not being “highly qualified” to 
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procedural knowledge of mathematics, as are the 
K-12 students. We have the opportunity to gener-
ate new ideas, establish new criteria for research 
into mathematics learning at the university, ele-
mentary, secondary, and adult levels. Do adults 
learn in ways that are different from traditional 
learners who experience mathematics anxiety and 

do not learn effectively through rote processes? 
What are the most effective strategies for adult 
learners to incorporate into their own learning of 
mathematics to enhance their understanding and 
their ability to teach mathematics? What is the 
role of team-teaching in the learning of mathemat-
ics for both the regular and special education stu-
dents and teachers? Who among us will step for-
ward to set the standard for mathematics learning 
for the elementary student? The middle school 
student? The secondary student? The college stu-
dent? The adult learner? What is the role of tech-
nology in assessment and mathematics learning? 
Do these new computer response tests evaluate 
what the students’ know about the mathematics or 
about the technology? Who is making these policy 
decisions and upon what research are they basing 
their decisions?
 I challenge you to think about these issues, 
to seek colleagues who are willing to work with 
you, to begin your own research, and to be willing 
to share your progress with us at the spring 2008 
meeting in Oklahoma City. I encourage you to 
share your ideas so that we can begin a dialogue of 
research about the learning of mathematics at all 
levels. Research what you teach, teach what you 
research, and share your ideas, your insights, and 
your results with us through presentations and 
publications.

teach the subjects which they had been assigned to 
teach in high school. These teachers had been given 
several options for meeting the new qualifications – 
one of which was to take and pass the state’s Middle 
Level Mathematics Exam which would allow them to 
teach the “algebras and geometry” courses in middle 
school/junior high school and the high school. Juli-
ana approached me and asked if I would be inter-
ested in helping her as she worked with these teach-
ers. I agreed to assist her and we had a great time 
working together. However, I can still remember 
walking into that classroom filled with a group of 
adult learners, some of whom who had been teach-
ing special education students for 30 years, and hav-
ing them appear to be scared to death. Most of all as 
the weeks progressed, they expressed the concern 
that they were afraid of letting us down if they did 
not do well on the exam. 
 The third event that has caused me to think 
about the role mathematics education research plays, 
is the implementation within the state of Oklahoma 
of a series of seven “End-of-Course” exams in algebra 
1, geometry, algebra 2, English 2, English 3, biology, 
U S history, and. Beginning with the 9th grade class 
of 2008-2009, students will have to pass four of the 
seven tests or alternative tests approved by the State 
Board of Education as part of their graduation re-
quirements. What happens if they don’t pass the al-
gebra 1, algebra 2, and geometry tests? No one 
knows. The geometry exam is going to be adminis-
tered on-line and, as far as I know, there has not 
been any research on the impact this form of the test 
may have on student success. Of course, I’m still 
wondering how you can call these exams “End-of-
Course” when they are given six weeks before the 
end of the course.
 Why discuss these three events with you and 
why is this important to the mission of RCML?  Cur-
rently, we are at a crossroad fervent with opportuni-
ties to make a difference in mathematics education 
research in the arena of mathematics learning. How 
do we assess what students know and address these 
problems in ways that enhance the learning of 
mathematics? NCLB continues to drive the teaching 
of mathematics and research has not elicited ways to 
enhance students’ understanding and learning of 
mathematics at the same rate as the number of tests 
increase. We now have special education teachers 
and other adult learners who are experiencing the 
same problems of retention of both conceptual and 
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RCML Conference Report
Cleveland, Ohio    March 1-3, 2007

by Roland Pourdavood

The 2007 conference demonstrated the merging 
nature of RCDPM to RCML.  The conference loca-
tion got us back to our roots at Kent State Univer-
sity.  The collegial relationship of sharing ideas and 
information created a strong positive energy for all 
participants.  
 
The exceptional Wilson Lecture was presented by 
Dr. Julian M. Earls.  Dr. Earls is Executive in Resi-
dence at the Nance College of Business Administra-
tion at Cleveland State University.  January 2006, 
he retired from the position of Director of the Na-
tional Aeronautics and Space Administration’s 
Glenn Research Center (GRC) in Cleveland.  In his 
presentation, Dr Earls focused upon those intangi-
bles that make teachers more effective in teaching 
mathematics.

The keynote speaker was Dr. Jean Schmittau.  Dr. 
Schmittau is a professor of Educational Psychology 
and Mathematics Learning at the State University 
of New York at Binghamton.  Her areas of expertise 
and research are in Vygotskian Psychology and 
mathematics education.  Also, Dr. Schmittau serves 
as the editor of the journal, Focus on Learning 
Problems in Mathematics, the official journal of the 
Research Council on Mathematics Learning.  In her 
presentation, Dr. Schmittau argued that Cultural-
historical psychology has the power to contribute 
greatly in reforming mathematics education in 
U.S> classrooms.

In what follows, I present the number of partici-
pants on the Thursday night reception, Friday 
morning, Friday lunch, Saturday morning, and Sat-
urday lunch.  Also, I provide the number of presen-
tations on Friday and Saturday followed by the to-
tal number of proposals submitted for presentation 
as well as final guest room counts.  Then, I include 
a summary of the participants’ comments and sug-
gestions.  Finally, I submit the income and ex-
penses for the conference.

Bravo! Bravo! Bravo!

 Again, I want to express to Roland Pourda-
vood and the conference team of Anne Reynolds, 
Patrick, Wachira, Atousa Ashouri Moghaddam, and 
Raymond Skitzki for the wonderful job of organizing 
and presenting the 2007 Annual Conference in Cleve-
land. All of their efforts and hard work was seen in 
the excellent arrangements, the exceptional selection 
of speakers, and the outstanding organization of the 
conference. Again, thanks for a job well done!

       – Pat Jordan

_________________________________

Points of Puzzlement by Michael Naylor

TWO MILLION POINTS.  Given a random scattering 
of two million points on a plane, is it always possible 
to create a straight line so that there are exactly one 
million points on either side of the line?  Prove or 
disprove.

Last Issue:  You are blindfolded at a table upon which are an unknown 
quantity of pennies.  Ten are face up and the rest are face down.  Your 
task is to separate the pennies into two groups so that each group has 
an identical number of face up pennies.  You may slide the pennies 
around and flip them over, but you cannot tell by touch (or any other 
means) which ones are face up and which ones are the face down.  
How can it be done?  (Yes, it is possible without cheating or super-
natural powers!)

Solution: slide ten coins into one pile.  You will have h heads in this pile 
and 10–h heads in the other.  Now flip over these 10 coins.  There will 
now be 10–h heads in both piles.  Try it!  You can generalize this to any 
number of coins and any number of heads.
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The Participants’ Suggestions:

• It needed ten minutes break between the session;
• It needed longer business meeting (2 hours);
• Bring back the Birds-of-a-feather session;
• Arrange social event for extra cost; and
• Acknowledge the new comers during the lunch 

and business meeting

Income and Expenses:

• Income $$$

Registration Income  
$ 11,145.00

• Expenses $$$

Hotel Bill    
$ 13,507.25

Speakers    
$ 1,000.00

Supplies    
$ 453.94

• Balance    
$3,816.19

Paid by CSU    
$ 1,909.00

Paid by KSU       
$ 500.00

Paid by RCML   
$ 1,407.19

RCML Conference Report, continued

The Participants:

 1. Thursday Night Reception  70
 2.  Friday Breakfast    80
 3.  Friday Lunch    88
 4.  Saturday Breakfast   75
 5.  Saturday Lunch    72

The Numbers of Presentations:

 1.  Friday Morning    23
 2.  Friday A/ernoon   22
 3.  Saturday Morning   22

The total number of proposals we received was 70.  
Three people could not attend to the conference 
which brought down the total number of proposals 
to 67.  Overall, we had 94 participants.

The Guest Rooms

 1.  2/28  9 rooms
 2.  3/1   51 rooms
 3.  3/2   50 rooms
 4.  3/3  17 rooms

The Participants’ Comments:

• “[I loved] the opportunity for interactions among 
colleagues”
• “The Thursday night and Friday night speakers 

were great!”
• “The Thursday reception and lunches were very 

good.”
• “The session rooms and set-up created a supportive 

atmosphere for exchange of ideas and research.”
• “The program was well-done and varied.”
• “Forty-five minutes talk was good.”
• “This is my first time being in this conference and I 

will be back.”

_________________________________________________________________________________

Self-Referential Number: What number, when spelled in English, has the same number of letters as the 
number it describes?  Can you find examples in Spanish, or French, or German, or Japanese, or ... ?

     * this is a great warm-up question for your students!
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